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Abstract. We probe volar-side fingertip capillary beds with near-
infrared laser light and collect Raman, Rayleigh, and Mie scattered
light and fluorescence. The results are interpreted using radiation
transfer theory in the single-scattering approximation. The surface to-
pography of the skin is modeled using the Fresnel equations. The skin
is treated as a three-layer material, with a mean-field treatment of
tissue composition and related optical properties. The model, with a
reasonable choice of tissue parameters, gives a remarkably accurate
account of the features of actual measurements. It predicts the optimal
values for the incident angle of the laser beam and the distance be-
tween beam and detector. It explains the correlated temporal changes
in the intensities of elastically and inelastically scattered light caused
by heart-driven pulses and why they are out of phase. With appropri-
ate boundary conditions, the model can be used to discuss the scat-
tering from ridged skin extruded conformally into an aperture in a
metal surface under constant light pressure. The probing results sug-
gest an inherent regularity and similarity in the anatomy and compo-
sition of surface and subsurface tissues of a wide range of skin types.
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1 Introduction
In order to measure blood and tissue analytes noninvasively in
vivo, we probe volar-side fingertips with near-infrared radia-
tion NIR. We simultaneously measure the elastically scat-
tered light and the undifferentiated inelastically scattered
light, containing both Raman scattered light and fluorescence.
Whereas vibrational spectroscopy—specifically, Raman scat-
tering with NIR excitation,1,2—provides chemically specific
and quantitative information concerning molecules in com-
plex mixtures such as blood3 in vivo, the elastically scattered
light, a probe based on physical optics, provides information
relating to the presence and disposition of red blood cells
RBCs in the probed volume.
In the present paper, we present and discuss our model for
analysis and interpretation of our measurements. The model
considers the scattering and absorption, inside the skin, of a
beam of NIR, and the propagation of the scattered radiation to
a detector outside. We assume that the scattering is
isotropic—i.e., no preferred scattering angle. It is used to
discuss the effects of skin surface topography—i.e., doming
and ridges—as well as the layer structure of skin. This is in
the context of an earlier study4,5 in which we analyzed the
sources of variation in glucose concentrations obtained from
in vivo Raman spectroscopy of volar-side fingertip capillaries.
Ridged skin6,7 such as is found on volar-side fingertips
provides an important thermoregulation function and so is
highly vascularized, presenting a blood-rich tissue to probe.
However, the surface ridges can be commensurate with the
diameter of the laser beam, making results depend on the
placement of the laser beam on the skin surface. The sample
being measured—e.g., the tissue—must be brought into repro-
ducible registration with an optical system. In our apparatus,8
an external servo-driven actuator presses the fingertip against
a circular aperture in a thin spring steel sheet, and an NIR
laser beam penetrates the skin through the exposed surface.
The various forms of emitted light are measured simulta-
neously with a CCD detector.
The blood transmits a local pressure field into the probed
volume, the diastolic and systolic pressure, in addition to the
local hydrostatic and oncotic pressures. It is a fact8–10 that
pressure on the fingertip, even very light constant pressure,
has several effects. To the degree that the skin can deform,11
the pressure causes “doming” or extrusion of tissues into an
aperture. Second, over time, constant pressure results in
movement of fluid, e.g., blood, out of the irradiated region.
Also, as fluid moves in response to the applied pressure, the
contact area between the tissue and the surface containing the
aperture changes, requiring an external servo system to obtain
reproducible results.
Regardless of how the subsurface propagation is calcu-
lated, the amounts of inelastically scattered light and fluores-
cence collected are proportional to the intensity of incident
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light. The Fresnel equations are appropriate for calculating the
effect of spatial inhomogeneity on light propagation when the
path contains features such as fingerprint ridges, which are
large compared with near-infrared NIR wavelengths. The
scattering coefficients12 account for interactions with inter-
faces and objects having index of refraction boundaries that
are equal to or smaller than the NIR wavelength. Given the
well-defined anatomy of highly organized skin tissues, in vivo
probing encounters a multitude of randomly arranged refrac-
tive index boundaries that are properly represented by the
tabulated scattering coefficients.
Our goal is to construct a model that provides a conceptual
framework that accounts for all the experimental observations
and if desired could allow a best fit to quantitative measure-
ments by adjusting a small number of parameters. Although it
is possible to conceive of detailed models of skin structure
with as many as five layers and many parameters,13 the pos-
sibilities for obtaining enough observables to properly test
such a model are limited. Zhang12 suggests that a three-layer
model is reasonable in light of available empirical data, and
we use such a model. The three layers, designated as a, b, and
c from top to bottom, are the stratum corneum and the super-
ficial epidermis, the “capillary bed” that is mostly epidermis
but extends inward to the superficial dermal plexus, and the
dermis, respectively. We consider first a planar geometry in
the model, layers a and b are defined by parallel planes and
calculate the dependence of measured intensities on experi-
mental geometric parameters. We then consider the effect of
extrusion into the aperture of the uppermost layer—i.e.,
“doming” of the top surface of layer a. We also calculate the
effect on scattered intensities of known changes like net blood
flow into/out of the probed volume. Last, we include the ef-
fect of fingerprint ridges, which we assume differs from the
effect of subsurface scattering.
The optical properties of the constituents of vascularized
skin—i.e., plasma, RBCs, dermis, and epidermis—have been
measured many times, giving mean-field values for the region
probed. Jacques14 has estimated that in the most vascularized
“layer,” the superficial dermal plexus 200 to 300 m below
the skin surface, the blood plasma and RBCs volume per-
cent is 3 to 5%. Using independently measured scattering and
absorption coefficients, we can explicitly calculate only the
elastic scattering EE, but as we can calculate the path of the
incoming light, in principle it is possible to calculate the Ra-
man and fluorescence IE produced. To calculate Raman and
fluorescence emission in our experiments, we require the rel-
evant Raman cross sections,2 volume percents for all phases
giving distinct Raman signals, and quantum yields for fluo-
rescence, in addition to the absorption coefficents that we al-
ready possess. In principle, these parameters relate the model
we present to chemometric analyses15,16 of in vivo Raman
spectra and those of turbid media.
Perhaps the most important approximation in our model is
the neglect of multiple scattering, so we address this immedi-
ately. Although appreciable fluorescence emanates from all
the tissues in the probed volume, the RBCs are the strongest
source, followed by the plasma and then the static tissues. An
estimate17 of the volume fraction of blood in the probed vol-
ume is 5%. In clinical practice,18 the measured hematocrit
volume fraction of blood that is RBCs depends on the size
of the vessel from which the blood is sampled. The hematocrit
of blood from a large vessel like the brachial vein is about
45%, but the hematocrit of capillary blood is about 10% or
less on average. Using the scattering coefficients tabulated in
Table 2,19,20 one can calculate the scattering length of photons
in skin for a range of total blood volumes and hematocrits,
with the results shown in Fig. 1. Scattering lengths are almost
always much larger than 300 m. Since the capillary bed
itself is only about 200 m thick, it is clear that a single-
scattering model of light propagation should suffice. The scat-
tering length in all the other tissues is even longer than in the
capillary bed.
Sufficient detail to allow reproduction of our results has
been published3,4,8,21 elsewhere, so our intent in the next sec-
tion is to provide sufficient detail to allow comparison of our
modeling results with the practical and experimental facts. We
then present some distinctive experimental observations asso-
ciated with probing volar-side fingertip capillary beds, fol-
lowed by a presentation of the model. Ultimately, we compare
the calculated results with the experimental data in order to
demonstrate the validity of this model and the assumptions.
2 Experiment
The volar side of a fingertip is placed in contact with a rigid,
flat, stiff 0.025-in-thick spring steel surface having a
2-mm hole, chamfered 10 deg on the side facing the in-
cident light. The incident light is free-space coupled to the
skin with a 15-cm focal length plano convex lens. The size of
this hole and the chamfering are chosen to minimize extrusion
of tissue and to minimize the scattered light produced by in-
teraction of the laser with the edges of the hole. The hole and
surrounding surface cause a pressure-dependent stress field
within the tissues in direct and indirect contact with the edges
of the hole, which leads to motion of subsurface tissues.
Data are obtained using highly polarized, external cavity
diode lasers depending on specific purposes, we use either
Process Instruments, Salt Lake, Utah, or Sacher Lasertechnik
Tiger Model, Marburg, Germany with clean-up and edge fil-
ters Semrock, Rochester, New York. The following data
shown correspond to 830-nm and 200-mW excitation. Be-
Fig. 1 Calculated scattering length of 830-nm radiation in medium
having total blood volume of 3 to 5% and hematocrit shown on ab-
scissa, with remainder of volume filled with epidermis. Scattering co-
efficients are taken from Refs. 12 and 13.
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cause we propagate the laser light with an angle of incidence
of 531 deg the uncertainty is the practical limit and not a
precisely known number to the normal to the plane of the
aperture, we observe the laser cross section on the finger to be
elliptical. Using knife-edge scanning experiments and Zap-it
paper, we estimate the elliptical spot to have a 100-m minor
axis and a 237-m major axis. The spectrograph Process
Instruments is fiber-coupled to a collection train consisting of
a custom triplet collection lens, followed by a Semrock Ra-
zor Edge filter to remove the laser line, and then a refocusing
lens. The 59-fiber bundle presents an AR-coated circular tar-
get to the refocusing lens and a line configuration at the spec-
trograph entrance slit. The effective slit width is 70 m, and
the net collection and spectrograph system is approximately
f /2. The wavelength-dispersed light is imaged onto either an
Andor DU420-BR-DD CCD camera operating at −65 °C or a
Critical Link MityCCD-E3011-BI CCD camera, cooled to
−65 °C.
In order to view the skin surface through the modulating
aperture in real time, a 5% reflectance pellicle can be intro-
duced at 45 deg between the custom triplet and the refocusing
lens. Illumination can be provided by a white-light source
from the collection side. The aperture finger can be imaged
in real time through the triplet directly and reflected onto a
separate NIR-enhanced CCD camera. Images were captured
using a Snappy frame grabber. White-light illumination easily
saturates the viewing CCD camera. On the other hand, under
even low-power laser illumination, e.g., 25 mW, the dynamic
range of the CCD is challenged in attempting to use the
Raleigh/Mie scattered light for spectral probing and imaging.
Therefore, judicious use of neutral density filters is required to
deal with illumination levels and saturation blooming to ob-
tain good images.
We refer to the pressure-induced motion as tissue modula-
tion. In order to reproducibly execute these and even static
pressure experiments, one must utilize a system that allows
accurate and precise placement and pressure maintenance, as
we have described elsewhere.4,8,21 It is also possible to em-
ploy wavelength-selective filters22 to image the skin and
thereby deduce perfusion patterns, but for our current pur-
poses, we find scanning the laser across the aperture while
simultaneously collecting both the IE and the EE to be more
useful. For this, the entire assembly containing the aperture is
mounted on a stage that can be driven electromechanically
relative to the stationary laser and collection system using a
Newport NSA12 micropositioner.
In order to understand the behaviors of the IE and the EE,
we examine the background produced by the specular reflec-
tion off the skin surface, which is indistinguishable from the
EE scattered background. To characterize how the collection
system records specular reflection from the probed skin in the
absence of any subsurface or any IE contribution, we per-
formed experiments using stainless steel ball bearings of vari-
ous diameters in place of the finger in the optical aperture. We
have previously described21 some results of experiments using
ball bearings that relate directly to the production of highly
off axis light in the collection system, since this can also
contribute to the apparent background at all Raman shifts. The
ball bearings must be new and clean, and saturation of the
CCD must be avoided, perhaps using an additional laser re-
jection filter, to avoid measurement artifacts and to prevent
damage to the CCD array.
3 Experimental Results
Measured scattered intensity as a function of wavelength,
from a single CCD frame, not corrected for instrument re-
sponse, is shown in Fig. 2. The regions used to calculate the
integrated inelastic IE signal and the integrated elastically
emitted EE radiation are indicated. The EE is dominated by
elastically scattered light from all the tissues in the irradiated
volume, but it also contains light reflected from the skin sur-
face. The inelastic signal includes fluorescence and Raman
scattered light. The IE is necessarily much smaller than the
EE.
The optical system is initially aligned so that the light is
incident at the middle of the aperture if the sample is flat and
in the plane of the aperture, as can be seen in Fig. 3a for a
thick flat piece of light gray Delrin. When a finger is regis-
tered into the aperture in an unpressed state, as in Fig. 3b,
the ellipse of contact is slightly shifted to the side of the tissue
toward the incoming laser light. If additional pressure is ap-
plied, the point of contact moves farther toward the side of the
incoming laser, as in Fig. 3c. This motion, as we discuss in
detail in the following, is down the side of the extruded dome
of tissue. Figure 3d shows the difference between images b
and c and demonstrates that the total displacement, even for a
very hard applied pressure, is only 10 to 30 m.
In order to probe skin topography, we translate the skin
relative to the laser beam, either by moving the finger relative
to the aperture with the aperture stationary relative to the ex-
citation and collection optics, or by moving the aperture rela-
tive to the excitation and collection optics with the skin sta-
tionary relative to the aperture. In the latter case, the amount
of off-axis elastic light production depends on the location of
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Fig. 2 Intensity versus frequency from a typical 20-ms frame of Andor
CCD output with system optimally aligned using 200-mW and
830-nm excitation. The sections used to calculate inelastic scattering
intensity IE 500 to 1750 cm−1 and elastic scattering intensity EE
−3010 cm−1 are shown. The low shift integration limit for obtain-
ing IE was chosen by reference to the output obtained when the
sample is a nonfluorescent metal and requiring that no EE is included
in the IR integral.
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the edges of the aperture relative to the laser. Figure 4 shows
data obtained by the former approach. Here, we scanned a
part of the fingertip where the ridges run perpendicular to the
direction of motion, the fingertip being moved through a
known distance in a known amount of time with relatively
constant applied pressure.8,2 The IE and EE integrals shown in
Fig. 2 are plotted versus distance translated. Both fluctuate by
roughly 20% with a spacing of about 250 m, characteristic
of fingerprint ridges. Interestingly, the spatial fluctuations in
the EE integral and the IE integral are complementary: one
increases when the other decreases.
Similar out-of-phase oscillations are observed in pulse-
modulated time-dependent measurements,5 in which the pulse
causes a periodic increase in RBC volume fraction. Increased
volume fraction of RBCs necessarily causes an increase in the
IE, but this is accompanied by a decrease in the EE. We will
show in the following that although the explanations are dif-
ferent, the temporal fluctuations due to heart pulsing and the
spatial fluctuations caused by fingerprint ridges are both pre-
dicted by our model. As we have noted, if the aperture is large
enough to include a few fingerprint ridges, extrusion of the
fingertip into the aperture—i.e., doming—occurs.
With our apparatus, a skilled test subject can scan his/her
finger across the aperture, with known pressure and accept-
able spatial precision and accuracy, using visual feedback
from the apparatus. This involvement of the test subject limits
the reproducibility, precision, and accuracy of the results.
Therefore, most of the data presented were obtained using the
second approach, in which the fingertip moves with the mov-
ing aperture. Direct observation through the collection system
shows that nearly all test subjects can remain stationary to
within 10 m relative to the aperture for hundreds of sec-
onds, in spite of inevitable involuntary tremors and similar
random motions.
Figure 5 shows data obtained using the second approach
for four test subjects: a petite Asian female 28 years old, a
large Caucasian male 19 years old, an average-size Cauca-
sian male 54 years old, and an average-size Middle Eastern
male 78 years old. In each case, the pressure used to main-
tain optical registration between the fingertip and the aperture
was the average of the diastolic and systolic pressures mea-
sured with a commercial automatic blood pressure cuff Om-
ron. The data consists of 50 consecutive 20-ms CCD frames
acquired at fixed positions spaced at 20-m intervals. A large
increase in EE at the extreme right due to reflection as the
laser beam strikes the outside of the aperture has been
cropped. Oscillations apparently due to fingerprint ridges are
evident, but so is a steady decrease or increase in intensity as
one goes from left to right. As shown in the following, this is
associated with the doming of the fingertip pressed on the
aperture. Careful experimentation revealed that for stainless
steel ball bearings having curvature similar to fingertips, some
reflected light from the bearings propagates through the en-
trance aperture of the first collection triplet. The smaller the
ball, the larger the height of the simulated dome and the
smaller the displacement of the aperture needed to scan the
250 m
A
B
C
D
Fig. 3 a Backlit flat Delrin block. b Unpressed fingertip pressure
45 g/cm2, showing illumination at center. c Fingertip pressed
hard pressure 140 g/cm2, showing displacement of illuminated
area. d Difference between pressed c and unpressed b.
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Fig. 4 EE elastic and IE inelastic scattered light integrals from scan
of laser and detector across fingerprint ridges plotted against displace-
ment of fingertip alone across a stationary aperture.
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reflected light across the entire collection system entrance ap-
erture.
4 Model Used for Calculations
In our “simple” model, a beam of NIR laser light is incident
on the top surface of skin at an angle  relative to the verti-
cal, as shown in Fig. 6, which assumes planar geometry—i.e.,
smooth skin with no extrusion into the aperture. The appara-
tus is aligned so that the angle of incidence of the light—i.e.,
—is near Brewster’s angle for an index of refraction for
layer a equal to that of water. The actual index of refraction of
“tissue” is somewhat higher, but observations reflect modula-
tion of the optical signals due to the motions of subsurface
fluids and deformation of static tissues, which do not reflect
exactly the anatomical divisions for which individual indices
have been measured—i.e., stratum corneum, epidermis, der-
mis. Thus, we use water for reference.
In this case, most of the radiation penetrates because the
angle of incidence is constant, the transmission coefficient is
constant for any point of entry and is close to unity, but light
reflected to the detector is not negligible, particularly when
the EE is being observed. We estimate the amount of light
reflected from the skin as a function of the relative position of
the incoming laser and the aperture in a separate calculation.
Inside the skin, the radiation is attenuated by scattering and
absorption, with the scattering assumed to be spherically sym-
metrical. This assumption has been used by others23 and
seems reasonable in our case, given the known
interdigitation6,7 of tissues at subsurface layer boundaries with
size large compared with the incident and scattered light
wavelengths.
Assuming planar geometry, some of the scattered radiation
is propagated upward and crosses the flat skin–air interface,
where it is refracted and eventually is collected and detected.
We represent the detector as a circular area parallel to the skin
surface, with its center, C in Fig. 6, a distance d from the
center of the incoming laser beam. The diameter is consistent
with the net f-number of the first collection lens. Radiation
passing through this “collection circle” from below is consid-
ered detected. We calculate the amount of radiation entering
the collection circle, given the intensity and direction of in-
coming radiation and the parameters characterizing the skin.
The main assumption made is single scattering—i.e., each
photon entering the detector is produced by a single scattering
event.
To introduce the effect of doming into the model—i.e., the
observed extrusion of tissue into the aperture—the planar in-
terface is replaced by a spherical cap. In this case, the incom-
ing or outgoing transmission coefficient depends on the points
at which incoming or outgoing radiation enters and leaves the
skin. In either planar or dome geometry, radiation passing
through this collection circle from below is considered de-
tected.
The subsurface skin is modeled as a three-layer planar sys-
tem. The top layer layer a, stratum corneum plus the upper
nonviable part of epidermis starting at the distal ends of the
capillaries has thickness ta, the middle layer layer b, epider-
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Fig. 5 Elastic and inelastic scattering integrals EE and IE for four
human subjects, plotted versus displacement of the fingertip and ap-
erture relative to the laser beam and the detector fingertip stationary
with respect to the aperture; laser beam stationary with respect to
detector. Also shown are the EE and IE for a flat Delrin sheet and for
a blank no sample. The calculated EE includes specularly reflected
light that increases when the reflected beam scans across the aperture
with changing xs. The calculated IE is the EE result without the specu-
lar reflection contribution. Results of calculations described in the text
are indicated by thick black lines joining black squares. The positions
of the laser entrance point at the different times of a tissue modulation
sequence are shown at U, C, and P, as described in the text.
Fig. 6 Geometry of the experiment: Radiation is incident on the skin,
modeled as three planar layers. The incident beam makes an angle 
with the outward normal, which is changed to  inside the skin by
Snell’s law refraction.
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mis including capillary bed ending with projection of vessel
to superficial dermal plexus has thickness tb, and the third
layer layer c, dermis is assumed to be infinitely thick. The
last assumption is not a source of error because only a small
fraction of the collected light comes from layer c, due to the
attenuation of both the incident and the scattered light. Typi-
cally, we take ta=0.02 cm and tb=0.04 cm. Three phases are
present: r=red blood cells, p=plasma, and t=static tissue.
The volume fractions of the three phases in the three layers
are denoted by ra, pa, ta, rb, etc. Of course, ra+pa
+ta=1 and so on. The volume fractions used typically in our
calculations are given in Table 1.
Each phase has characteristic absorption and scattering co-
efficients, denoted by  and , respectively. Typically, we use
the values shown in Table 2. For our purposes, we can assume
that the phases are distributed randomly in each layer. This
allows us to calculate an average absorption coefficient and an
average scattering coefficient for each layer and a total attenu-
ation coefficient that is the sum of the absorption and scatter-
ing coefficients. For instance, b=rbr+pba+tbt and
c=rcr+pcp+tct.
The incident radiation is assumed to enter the skin from
the space above as a beam centered at the origin, O, and
making an angle  with the normal to the skin layers Fig. 6.
Inside the skin, the angle between the normal and the direc-
tion of propagation is , where  is related to the external
angle  by Snell’s law, sin=sin /ns assuming index of
refraction ns=1.3 in the skin. Since all three layers have about
the same value of n, the beam is assumed to undergo no
further change of direction inside the skin. The transmission
coefficient for radiation24 entering the top layer is calculated
from the reflection coefficients for s- and p-polarized radia-
tion,
Rs =  cos − nr cos
cos + nr cos
2 Rp =  cos − nr cos
cos + nr cos
2.
1
The transmission coefficient T is 1− Rs+Rp /2. With nr
=1.3 and =0.63, we get =0.47 and T=0.981. We use the
Fresnel equations as if the light were unpolarized to attempt to
simulate three-dimensional variation in the skin surface, since
to the extent that there is three-dimensional tortuousity, both
polarizations would contribute to the reflected light and the
reflection loss for penetration into the skin. We make this
assumption to justify our choice to calculate the trajectory at
the interface in two dimensions only. Although the reflected
light is only one to two percent of the incident light, its inten-
sity is much greater than the elastically scattered light from
plasma and RBCs see the following; it is much smaller than
that from static tissue.
As shown in Fig. 7a, we take the vertical axis as the z
axis, the positive direction being down—i.e., into the skin.
The incident beam is in the x-z plane. The direction of propa-
gation of the incident beam in the skin is shown in the figure
by the line OP and its continuation. If B is the x value of point
P, sin =B / l. We also define the angle  as  /2−.
We first calculate the intensity of the beam at each point
along its trajectory. If Io is the beam intensity for z	0 and l
is the length of the beam within the skin, the beam intensity at
point P is
Table 2 Absorption and scattering coefficients for three phases.
Phase Absorption coefficient Scattering coefficient
r=RBCs r=4.5 cm−1 r=300 cm−1
p=plasma p=0.3 cm−1 p=0.6 cm−1
t=static tissue t=5 cm−1 t=12 cm−1
Fig. 7 a Geometry of the experiment inside the skin: z=0 is the top
boundary of layer a, and the beam inside the skin makes an angle 
with the z axis. The center of the beam enters the skin at the origin O
and propagates a length l to P, where scattering occurs. b Top view,
showing the projection of the collection circle in a plane perpendicu-
lar to PC.
Table 1 Volume fractions of three tissue phases in skin.
Phase Layer a Layer b Layer c
p=plasma 0.00 0.0072 0.001200
r=red blood cells 0.00 0.0008 0.000133
t=static tissue 1.00 0.9920 0.998667
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I = Io exp−
0
l
 + dt . 2
Here, + is the attenuation coefficient, which depends on
z= t cos because  and  are different in layers a, b, and c.
The probability of scattering by phase x x=r, p, or t at the
point P is proportional to the scattering coefficient x and to
the volume fraction of phase x in the layer in which point P is
located. The scattering probability must be multiplied by the
probability that the scattered radiation enters the collection
circle, Pc.
Since scattering is assumed isotropic, Pc is equal to the
ratio of the solid angle subtended by the collection circle to
4. To calculate this solid angle, note that in the plane pass-
ing through point C and perpendicular to the line PC, the
collection circle projects to an ellipse with semiaxes r in the
y direction and r / cos 
 in the direction perpendicular to
y, where 
 is the angle between the line PC and the z direc-
tion see Fig. 6b	. The solid angle subtended by the ellipse is
the solid angle we seek. Consider a system of polar coordi-
nates with PC being the polar axis,  the polar angle, and 
the azimuthal angle, and let x, y, and z be the Cartesian
axes with y
y and z along PC. Let  be the distance from
P to a point on the ellipse so that x= cos  and y
= sin . The maximum value of the polar angle is
tan−1 /c. From the equation of the ellipse,
x2
cos2 

+ y2 = r2,
we obtain
 =
r
 cos2 
cos2 

+ sin2 1/2 . 3
Thus, the solid angle subtended by the ellipse is

0
2
d
0
tan−1/c
sin d =
0
2
d1 − 11 + /c2	1/2 .
Substituting for  and dividing by 4, we find the probability
that radiation scattered isotropically from point P enters the
collection circle to be
Pc =
1
2
−
c


0
/2
dc2 + r
2
cos2 
cos2 

+ sin2 
−1/2
. 4
This factor multiplies the intensity of scattering from the point
P.
We must also consider the attenuation of the scattered ra-
diation on its way to the detector. This factor may be written
as exp−0
m+dt	, where m is the length of the line PC,
and + depends on z= t cos 
 because the attenuation co-
efficient is different in each layer. Taking all of the preceding
into account, we write the total detected radiation scattered
from phase x as
Inet = IoT
0

dl exp−
0
l
dt +  xxz Pc
 exp−
0
m
dt +  , 5
where z= l cos  in the first integral over t, and z= t cos 
 in
the second integral over t. The integral over l sums contribu-
tions from all points along the line OP extended to a depth so
that further contributions are negligible.
The quantity Inet represents the scattering from an infinitely
narrow beam. To account for the circular cross section of the
beam, we calculate Inet for four entry points along the x di-
rection and average. That is, if d denotes the entry point for
the center of the beam, and db the beam diameter here,
0.01 cm, we repeat the calculation for d−0.40451db, d
−0.15451db, d+0.15451db, and d+0.40451db and multiply
the four results by 0.13820, 0.31680, 0.31680, and 0.13820,
respectively. These are the four-point Gaussian quadrature
points and weights25 for integrating over a circular area. The
sum of the four terms is the scattered intensity averaged over
a circle of diameter db.
5 Predictions of Geometrical Parameters
Calculations using this model were used to establish the op-
timal values of geometrical parameters of the experimental
apparatus. For all calculations, we use the volume fractions
and other parameters given in the tables. We can calculate
collected intensities for scattering from each of the three
phases, and these will be shown. In an actual experiment, one
can distinguish between scattering from different phases by
Raman shifts and the behavior of the signals under modula-
tion. In any case, the IE is dominated by scattering fluores-
cence from RBCs.
We first determine the optimum angle  for a fixed value
of d, the distance between the center of the beam and the
center of the collection circle. Corresponding to the actual
geometry of our apparatus, the results presented here are for
d=0.014 cm, diameter of the collection circle=0.01 cm, and
diameter of the input beam=0.01 cm. We vary the angle 
between the beam axis and the normal to the outside of the
top skin layer and calculate the collected scattered intensities
for each of the three phases, adding together intensities for all
three layers.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. From top to bottom, the
curves correspond to static tissue, red blood cells, and plasma.
For clarity, we have drawn polynomial fits cubic, quadratic,
and cubic, respectively. The maxima in the three plots, cal-
culated from the data itself, are at =1.192, 0.677, and
0.677, respectively. Since the scattering from static tissue is
dominated by the contribution of the top layer, the optimum
beam direction is farther from the normal. For blood and
plasma scattering, a beam direction closer to the normal gives
a deeper penetration and more signal—i.e., more of layers b
and c—for a fixed distance between beam and detector.
We conducted calculations in which the value of  is fixed
and the value of d distance between the center of the beam
and the center of the collection circle was varied. We calcu-
lated the detected scattered light originating from static tissue,
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red blood cells, and plasma, each the sum of contributions
from the three layers. The value of  was fixed at 53.2 deg or
0.929 rad, which is the value used in our apparatus. It was
determined to be the best choice empirically, and the choice
was confirmed by calculations of pressure-modulated intensi-
ties using our program, as explained later. The optimal value
of d for tissue scattering is very small, since this scattering is
dominated by the contribution of the top layer. From parabolic
fits, we find that the optimum value of d for scattering from
red blood cells is 0.02030 cm and that for plasma is
0.02030 cm. Getting more signal from greater depth23 re-
quires larger values of d for a given angle, since this maxi-
mizes the path length in layer b.
6 Effects of Motion of Subsurface Tissues
In many measurements, we do not obtain the separate contri-
butions of the three phases to the scattering, but only the total
intensity, which is dominated by the scattering of the top
layer, consisting solely of static tissue. Information about the
blood phases is obtained from modulated scattering
intensities—i.e., we subtract the intensity measured for a
pressed fingertip from the intensity measured for an unpressed
fingertip. Pressure forces some blood and plasma out of layers
b and c but has little effect on layer a. Therefore, the modu-
lation or subtraction cancels out much of the large contribu-
tion of the static tissue. However, as discussed in the follow-
ing, because of the way pressure is applied in our
experiments, the geometry of the skin surface is changed—
see Fig. 3—and the cancellation is not complete. Since we
are interested in the scattering from red blood cells and
plasma, we here establish the optimum geometric parameters
for modulated scattering.
It is assumed that the pressure removes a fraction f of the
plasma and red blood cells in layers b and c and does not
change the static tissue. Layer a is unaffected, but the volume
of layer b is decreased and, assuming no change in cross
section, the thickness of layer b is decreased. Since layer c is
infinitely thick, no correction is required. Considering unit
volume, the volume of red blood cells is reduced by frb and
the volume of plasma by fpb. The volume is multiplied by
1− frb+pb, so the new thickness is tb 1− frb
+pb	. Although static tissue is assumed not to be changed
by pressure, its scattering will be changed because the screen-
ing of the incoming and outgoing light by blood is decreased,
so the tissue scattering is not completely canceled out by the
modulation or subtraction.
Figure 9 shows the subtracted intensities plotted against
the angle . For these calculations, d was fixed at 0.02 cm,
and f was 0.1. The curve in the figure is a cubic fit, for clarity.
From the data, we calculate the optimum value of  to be
0.9783 rad or 56.5 deg. This is very close to the value estab-
lished experimentally earlier, 53 deg. We also conducted a
series of calculations to establish the optimum value of d for
modulated intensities. Here, the angle  was fixed at
0.98 rad=56.1 deg, and d was varied. For each value of d,
intensities for unpressed and pressed tissue were calculated;
these were subtracted to get the modulated intensities. The
maximum occurs for d=0.0203 cm.
Another way to cancel out much of the scattering from
static tissue is pulse modulation, in which the EE and IE are
monitored over time. Each pulse gives an increase and then a
decrease in both b and p, the volume fractions of RBCs
and plasma. Since the fluorescence per unit volume is rela-
tively large for the RBCs, the IE increases when b increases,
regardless of what happens to p. This leads to only a small
change in the EE originating from the RBCs themselves.
However, their large scattering coefficient means that RBCs
impede propagation of all light in the volume, so that an in-
crease in b increases the attenuation of the incoming and
outgoing beams. Since static tissues have the largest volume
fraction, increased b decreases the total EE, which explains
why the IE and EE are found to be out of phase in pulse-
modulated measurements. Our model can be used to calculate
the effect.
We performed a series of calculations in planar geometry,
with rb+pb fixed at 0.008, but rb varying; rc was always
Fig. 8 Collected intensities as a function of angle between incoming
beam and external normal, with distance between beam center and
center of collection circle fixed at 100 m. Solid squares=static tis-
sue; solid circles=red blood cells; open squares=plasma.
Fig. 9 Modulated difference between unpressed and pressed total
intensities plotted against the angle , with distance between center
of beam and center of detector circle fixed at 200 m. The curve in
the figure is a cubic fit, for clarity. The optimum value of  is
56.5 deg.
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equal to rb /6 and pc equal to pb /6. Note that rb / rb
+pb is the hematocrit in layer b. The results collected scat-
tering intensity versus rb are shown in Fig. 10. From top to
bottom, the plots are for static tissue, RBCs, and plasma. The
scattering from RBCs increases with rb, but not linearly,
since the scattering attenuates both incoming and outgoing
light. The scattering from the other two phases decreases lin-
early with rb. This explains why the IE and the EE change in
opposite directions with pulse.
7 Effects of Changes in Surface Topography:
Doming and Ridges
In our measurements, pressure modulation is done by pressing
the fingertip against a metal plate in which a circular hole of
diameter D has been made, with the incoming laser beam and
the detector on the other side of the plate. While pressing the
fingertip in this way does remove fluids from the irradiated
volume, it also extrudes tissue into the hole, resulting in for-
mation of a dome. This changes the geometry of the
experiment—in particular, the external angle —which
changes the internal angle  and, possibly, the path lengths of
the incoming and scattered radiation. The resulting change in
the detected scattered radiation depends, obviously, on where
the beam enters relative to the circumference of the hole. We
now calculate the importance of this doming using our single-
scattering model.
Figure 11 shows the geometry of the situation in the x-z
plane. The x-y plane x axis in the 2-D diagram is the top
surface of the skin with no doming, and the z axis is in the
downward direction, into the skin. The circular segment in
Fig. 11a represents the dome formed by the fingertip’s pres-
sure on the plate; since it is defined by the hole in the plate, it
has diameter D. We assume that the dome is spherical and call
the maximum height above the x-y plane, at the dome center,
h0. In the x-z plane, the dome extends from x=−x0 to x=D
−x0. The geometrical parameter to be varied is x0, which cor-
responds to moving the measurement apparatus laser beam
and detector in unison, separated by a distance d across the
hole in the plate.
In the absence of doming, the incoming beam would cross
the top surface of the skin the x-y plane at the origin, and
make an angle  with the external normal negative z axis,
as shown in the diagram. The angle it makes with the internal
normal would be . Clearly, the angle that the incoming beam
makes with the external normal to the dome differs from 
in Fig. 11a, it is very close to 0	, so its direction inside the
skin differs from ; the difference is greater the farther one
gets from the center of the dome.
We first calculate the radius of the dome, Rm, in terms of D
and h0. Considering the continuation of h0 to the center of the
circle sphere of the dome, and a line from the center to the
point x=D /2−x0, we find
Rm = h02 + D24 2h0−1.
The equation of the circle is
Fig. 10 Scattering intensities entering collection circle for static tissue
solid triangles, red blood cells solid circles, and plasma open
squares, plotted against rb. The volume fraction of plasma in layer b
in each case is pb=0.0080−rb, rc=rb /6, and pc=pb /6. Col-
lected intensities for static tissue and for plasma decrease linearly with
rb.
Fig. 11 Cross section of spherical dome formed by pressing fingertip
into circular hole of diameter D, centered at x=−x0, y=0, z=0. a
From the maximum height of the dome above the x-y plane, h0, one
can calculate the radius of the sphere, Rm. The angles  and  indi-
cate the path that the beam would take in the absence of doming. b
Path of beam of scattered radiation from x ,y to the center of the
detector, xd ,yd. The angles that the beam makes with the normal to
the surface are  inside skin and  outside skin, where  and 
obey Snell’s law.
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x − D2 + x0
2
+ z − Rm + h02 = Rm
2
.
Combining this with the equation for the incoming beam,
x=z tan , we obtain the coordinates of the intersection point
and the slope of the outward normal to the circle spherical
surface at that point. Then, we calculate the angle the incom-
ing beam makes with this normal and, using the Snell’s law
equation, we obtain , the angle between the refracted beam
inside the skin and the normal, as well as the transmission
coefficient at the skin surface.
Then, as previously, we consider scattered intensity from
every point along the trajectory of the beam in the skin. The
intensity of scattering is proportional to the intensity of the
beam, attenuated according to the path length from the entry
point to the point of scattering. In Fig. 11b, x ,y is a point
along the beam trajectory, and xd ,yd is the center of the
detector. The normal to the sphere at the point where the
scattered radiation crosses it is shown as a dashed line. The
path that the scattered radiation takes to the detector is also
altered because of the dome geometry, since refraction occurs
at the skin surface angles  and  relative to the normal to
the surface. The point of intersection of the scattered beam
with the surface must be calculated so that  and  obey
Snell’s law, and the transmission coefficient for the beam
leaving the skin must be calculated.
Calculations of detected intensity were performed with D
=0.200 cm, h0=0.01 cm 100 m, d=0.020 cm, and 
=0.980 angle of incoming beam relative to the z axis. The
values of D and h0 are typical for our experimental apparatus
and a finger with an unpressed diameter of 1 cm. The beam
source and the detector were assumed to be at 0.013 cm
above the z=0 plane, with the center of the detector at xd and
the center of the source beam at xs, where xd−xs=0.022 cm.
The range of meaningful xs values is from −0.12 to +0.08; the
geometry makes x0 coordinate of the intersection of the beam
center with the skin greater by about 0.02. For x0=−D /2, 0,
and D /2=0.100, the angles that the beam inside the skin
makes with the z axis are 0.819, 0.771, and 0.706, respec-
tively; the corresponding transmission coefficients are 0.981,
0.976, and 0.963. For x0 approaching −D /2 or +D /2, we
have to correct for the masking of the beam or the detector by
the plate, since one or the other passes outside the aperture.
Because of the nonzero widths of both the detector and the
beam, the masking is gradual at each end. The contribution of
reflected light from the aperture to either total EE or IE signal
is discussed later.
Figure 12 shows how the calculated EE scattering intensi-
ties from static tissue panel a, red blood cells panel b, and
plasma panel c change with xs. Note that increasing xs cor-
responds to moving the aperture from right to left, or to mov-
ing the incoming beam and the detector from left to right,
with the distance between the two fixed at 0.022 cm. The
masking of the beam is responsible for the drop of intensities
to zero for xs−0.12 and the masking of the detector is re-
sponsible for the drop for xs+0.08.
Interestingly, the calculated EE intensity from static tissue
first decreases by almost 20% as xs increases until just be-
fore the centerline and then increases to slightly less than the
original value at the other side of the aperture. In contrast, the
intensities from red blood cells and from plasma both go
through maxima each by about 10% total as xs increases.
Although the parameters used in the calculation are for the
propagation and production of EE, this is exactly what is seen
in the experimental results of Fig. 5 for the IE. Since these
calculations deal with the tissue optics of the probing, any
light that is produced in the same location as EE will have the
same scanning behavior as EE. The opposite behaviors of
Fig. 12 Scattered intensity into detector as a function of position of
beam source xs, with detector centered at xd=xs+0.022 cm. Source
and detector are at 0.013 cm above z=0. The beam enters at an angle
relative to the normal of 0.980 rad. The aperture is at z=0,−0.1 cm
x0.1 cm. Panels a, b, and c show scattered intensity from
static tissue, red blood cells, and plasma. The open squares in panel
a give the calculated intensity of specularly reflected light, and the
crosses give the sum of the specular reflected light and the calculated
intensity.
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scattering intensity from static tissue, which contributes to IE,
and scattering intensity from blood, which contributes to EE,
are also seen in Fig. 4. Here, the small intensity oscillations
may be due to fingertip ridges, as discussed in more detail in
the following, but their origin is the change in the incident
angle of the beam.
Although the parameters associated with the production of
EE are very different from those for the production of IE, the
total IE production is dominated by the static tissue because
of its dominant, 95%, volume fraction in any layer. In this
connection, we have recently shown26 how the well-known
“autofluorescence” of static tissue can be bleached by the ex-
citation laser; this effect can be seen in the results in Fig. 5.
We observe that the IE decays with time at each of the scan
locations, unlike the EE. Thus, the calculated variation in pro-
duction of EE reveals the location of the exciting light, which
is available to be absorbed by whatever species cause the
autofluorescence in static tissues, thereby also accounting for
variation in the production of IE.
Unlike the measured IE, the measured EE contains a sig-
nificant direct contribution from the light reflected specularly
from the skin surface. The results of the calculations for the
reflection from 1-cm-diam skin are shown in Fig. 12, panel a,
as open squares. The intensities are zero for xs−0.03 be-
cause the reflected light cannot enter the detector. When
added to the calculated EE, they produce the points labeled
with crosses in Fig. 12a. Visually scaled and offset, the re-
sults with and without the reflectance contribution are also
shown as thick black lines in the EE and IE results in Fig. 5,
respectively.
The actual shape of the dome relates to the size and turgor
of the fingertip. Variation in the dome height and nonspherical
dome shapes, consistent with a reasonable amount of turgor,
shift, shape, and modulate the intensity of the specular contri-
bution, accounting for the variation observed between indi-
viduals in Fig. 5. This can be seen in the decrease in EE as the
displacement increases above xs=0, i.e., 800 m, compared
to the calculations, which show a decrease after xs=0.8, i.e.,
1500 m. In actual fingertips, the height decreases to zero
more rapidly, approaching the aperture edge, than in a spheri-
cal cap. Also, the reflected light from the aperture itself with
associated chamfer, since the aperture is not infinitely thin
seen in the Delrin EE also contributes to the excess IE ob-
served in vivo. Note that in general, the net IE signal is only
10% of the EE signal, and this excess fluorescence is much
smaller for the Delrin, which has dome height 0, so it cannot
be easily seen in Fig. 5. We consider this an indirect effect of
specularly reflected light.
It should be emphasized that the change in scattered inten-
sity with xs 10 to 30%; see Fig. 5 is much larger than the
change in transmission coefficient 2%. This confirms that
the effect is mostly due to the changed beam direction inside
the skin, which we have shown can lead to very large changes
in scattered intensity. Of course, a small change in transmis-
sion coefficient near unity implies a large relative change in
reflection coefficient, so that the specularly reflected light
makes a substantial contribution to the observed EE. The dif-
ferent behaviors of static tissue scattering and blood scattering
arise because the static tissue dominates the top layer, which
does not contribute to the blood scattering. These observations
are the basis for our discussion of the effect of fingertip
ridges.
For a planar surface, the angle of incidence does not
change with the placement of the beam. For a dome, it varies
systematically with the position of the beam entry point. The
actual surface of the skin is neither flat nor a dome because of
the fingerprint ridges, which have a spacing of about 600 m.
Since the beam diameter is of the order 200 m, the beam
could illuminate mostly one ridge top, or straddle a ridge top
and bottom. If the beam is incident near a ridge boundary, the
angle of incidence of some of the incoming photons will be
much larger or smaller than 53 deg, and we have shown that
the scattering intensity can change significantly with a small
change in the incident angle. Thus, moving the aperture across
the fingertip produces not only a monotonic variation of in-
tensity due to doming, but also oscillations commensurate
with the spacing of the fingerprint ridges.
The profile shown in panel a of Fig. 13 is used to discuss
this effect. The ridges are assumed to have a spacing of
600 m; alternate ridges are assumed to have heights of
120 m and 60 m. The alternation in height is an observed
feature of actual fingerprint ridges. Each ridge is represented
by the double-Gaussian function
Fig. 13 a Profile representing fingertip ridges: double-Gaussian
functions with spacing 600 m, width 450 m, shape 30 m, and
alternating heights of 120 m and 60 m. b Calculated transmission
coefficient averaged over width of beam l and error bars plotted
against starting x value for center of beam above profile left scale,
superposed on the profile.
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y =
h
41 + erf x − x0 +
w
2
s2 1 − erf x − x0 −
w
2
s2  ,
where h is 120 m or 60 m, x0 is the center =7 m,
607 m, 1207 m, etc., w is the width 450 m, and s is
the shape parameter, equal to 30 m. The values of the pa-
rameters are chosen to give the ridges and the valleys between
them a shape close to what is actually observed. Starting at
equally spaced values of x −222 m, −207 m, −192 m,
etc. and height 164 m, we calculate the trajectory of the
incoming ray at 53 deg to the vertical and determine where it
intersects the profile and the angle  it makes with the exter-
nal normal to the profile at the point of intersection. From ,
we obtain  and calculate the transmission coefficient T, using
Eq. 1.
Calculated transmittance T varies widely as the entry
point passes through a valley between ridges. Such large
variations would be observed for infinitely narrow beams, but
the beam has a width of 100 m. Panel b shows the weighted
average of transmittance over 7 points symbol  and the
population standard deviation vertical bars, plotted against
starting x position. Because the beam starts from above and
is directed at 53 deg from the vertical, the x value of the entry
point of the center of the beam is about 50 m to the right of
the start value of x, the offset being different for different
xstart. The profile is shown as a dashed line in panel b. The
averaging reduces the variation in transmittance to a few per-
cent, but as we have seen, a small variation in transmittance is
associated with a large variation in detected scattered inten-
sity.
These calculated results explain what is observed in the IE
and EE plots obtained by intentionally translating the fingertip
while collecting CCD frames Fig. 4. The IE and EE plots are
complementary because the optimum angle of incidence is
different for radiation scattered from static tissue, dominated
by layer a, and for radiation scattered by blood, found only in
layers b and c. If one layer produces greater IE per unit vol-
ume than another, passing through the angle that optimizes
signal from that layer will produce an increase in the observed
IE. We chose the layer thicknesses to reflect the fact that the
blood is mostly localized in a region between two others that
barely contribute to the modulated signal when blood moves.
We considered the possibility that the oscillations in Fig. 4
are due to the variation in reflectance accompanying the varia-
tion in T. Using clean stainless steel ball bearings of different
diameters to represent surfaces of different curvatures, we
measured27 the effect on the IE and EE of reflection from
metal surfaces of various curvatures. The IE result is a small,
featureless baseline shift over the entire collected spectrum.
There is also an “inelastic” artifact because very highly off
axis light can be generated using a ball bearing with very
small radius of curvature and such highly antiparallel off axis
light can be dispersed in the spectrograph across the entire
CCD surface. However, opposite to what is observed in Fig.
4, the purely reflective elastic and inelastic artifacts are in the
same direction—i.e., collected light of both kinds is reduced.
8 Discussion
We have performed a series of calculations to help understand
and represent 1 how incident and scattered light propagate
in skin during an actual experiment and 2 how the IE and
EE signals from the irradiated volume are affected by the
measurement procedure. Even if one does not intend to per-
form a modulation experiment, the measurement process in-
volves pressing the fingertip against an aperture in order to
obtain reproducible registration with respect to the optical
system, and the anatomical and physiological characteristics
of skin in vivo require consideration of the effect of move-
ment of subsurface materials, i.e., blood, on the measured
signals.
We have discussed the situation in which ridged skin is
probed by free-space coupled light, but many of our results
are also relevant to experiments in which the incident light is
coupled to a skin surface with different topography—e.g.,
forearm—using optical fiber. Although there might be no
doming effect in this case, bringing fiber into registration with
the skin surface inevitably indents the tissue with a concomi-
tant movement of subsurface tissues. Also, all tissues have
spatial texture on the scale of optical fiber diameters. Probing
the nailbed vascular system that is accessible through the
fingernail,28 as is done in commercial pulse oximetry, removes
some soft tissue effects, but any pressure on the nail itself
relative to the bone inside causes motion of suburface tissues.
With the assumptions and approximations of our model,
we have predicted optimal values of the geometrical param-
eters of our instrument—i.e., incident angle and distance be-
tween the point of contact of the incident light with the skin
surface and the collection circle. In fact, the signal was opti-
mized using a procedure that we have presented in detail
elsewhere,8,21 and the exact values of these and other param-
eters are close to those produced by the model. Probably, for
best results, one should employ a real-time optical servo sys-
tem to maintain certain optical metrics during the measure-
ment process, as we already do8 to maintain mechanical con-
sistency. Overall, the fact that we calculate reasonable values
for the geometrical characteristics of the observed signals
lends credibility to the entire modeling process.
Our model allows us to understand the effects of pressure
modulation and ridged skin on the scattered intensity. The
path of the laser light transmitted into the probed tissue is
distorted by the surface topography, changing the angle of
incidence and thereby the depth probed for a given experi-
mental geometry. In an earlier small clinical study of nonin-
vasive glucose measurement in vivo using combined fluores-
cence and Raman spectroscopy,4 we attempted to relate
prediction errors to the measurement process. Production of
fluorescence is much more efficient than production of Raman
scattered light and so reflects the conditions at a greater depth.
We calculate that Rayleigh/Mie scattered light originates from
as deep as 2 millimeters, so observed fluorescence may actu-
ally approach that depth. Since fluorescence enters our algo-
rithm for calculating glucose concentrations, the present study
suggests that some of the prediction error may be associated
with variation in the location of the incident laser relative to
the fingerprint ridges. The results in Figs. 4 and 5 suggest a
way to perform finger placement so as to achieve reproducible
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ridge placement with respect to the optical aperture and the
incident laser.
We have presented a first principles–based model that is
true to the experimental realities as well as the anatomy and
physiology of the tissue. The skin is modeled as three-layer,
and the requisite three phases are present: red blood cells,
plasma, and static tissue, with the first two absent from the top
layer. Values from the literature are used for the scattering and
absorption coefficients and the volume fractions of the three
phases. We assume that the phases are distributed randomly in
the second and third layers, allowing calculation of average
scattering and absorption coefficients of these layers. These
determine the attenuation of incoming and scattered radiation,
as well as the scattering probability at each point. By follow-
ing the path of the light from the source outside the skin to the
detector, we can calculate the intensity of detected radiation
coming from each of the three phases Eq. 5	. The expres-
sion involves an integration over all points along the beam
from which scattering may occur. To take into account that the
laser beam is not infinitely thin, we average over an appropri-
ate circular cross section.
Our calculations show that only a very small fraction of
the collected light comes from layer c, due to the attenuation
of both the incident and the scattered light. Because the pro-
duction of wavelength-shifted light IE and the production of
elastically produced light EE depend differently on the
phases, we reproduce the different behaviors of the actual
observed IE and EE. The optimum beam angle for EE from
static tissue is much larger than for blood phases because the
scattering from static tissue is dominated by the contribution
of the top layer, which contains neither RBCs nor plasma. For
blood and plasma scattering, a penetration into layers b and c
is required; for a fixed distance between beam and detector,
this means a beam direction closer to the normal. Correspond-
ingly, to observe more signal from greater depth requires
larger values of d for a given angle, since this maximizes the
path length in layer b.
Our experiments do not measure the separate contributions
of the three phases to the scattering, but obtain only the total
intensity, which is dominated by the scattering of static tissue.
To get information about the blood phases, we utilize tissue
modulation—i.e., we subtract the measured total scattering
intensity of a pressed fingertip from that of an unpressed fin-
gertip. Since pressure forces some blood and plasma out of
layers b and c, but has little or no effect on layer a as shown
in Fig. 3, the modulation or subtraction cancels out much of
the large contribution of the static tissue. Therefore, we estab-
lished the optimum detector displacement for the modulated
scattering, obtaining a value very close to the value found
experimentally earlier—i.e., 53 deg—giving us confidence
in the model used. We cannot align the optical system with
greater precision than 2 deg.
We have also tried to cancel out the scattering from static
tissue by pulse modulation, since a pulse changes the volume
fractions of RBCs, and we have previously published20 a
“pulse-modulated” Raman spectrum of blood. Since the
modulated IE is dominated by the contribution of RBCs, the
inelastic scattering integral increases when the RBC volume
fraction increases, allowing us to use the integrated IE to se-
lect a set of CCD frames of high RBC content and another set
with low integrated fluorescence—i.e., IE—to subtract from
the first. Using the IE to normalize these spectra as in previ-
ous studies,3 preliminary experiments show that a correlation
exists between glucose concentrations obtained from these
spectra and externally measured finger-stick blood glucose
levels.
Most of our results show that elastic scattering intensities
vary linearly with the various perturbations considered. We
found a potentially important exception in a series of calcula-
tions in planar geometry, with rb+pb fixed at 0.008, but
rb varying; rc was always equal to rb /6 and pc equal to
pb /6. As expected and as shown in Fig. 12, the scattering
from RBCs increases with rb, and the scattering from the
other two phases decreases linearly with rb. But the increase
in scattering from RBCs is not a linear function of rb be-
cause the elastic scattering by RBCs attenuates the scattered
outgoing light, including that from the RBCs. These results
explain why the observed inelastic and the elastic scattering
integrals, IE and EE, change in opposite directions with the
pulse.5
In most experiments, we do not have a planar geometry
because pressure applied to the fingertip for registration
causes skin to extrude into the aperture, forming a dome.
When the fingertip and the hole are moved relative to the
laser beam and the detector, the scattering integrals IE and EE
vary, because in the nonplanar geometry, the angle of inci-
dence varies. When only the fingertip is moved, the point of
incidence is at the same point of the dome, as long as the
applied pressure is constant, and the angle of incidence is
constant. However, there are oscillations corresponding to the
fingerprint ridges Fig. 4, with the inelastic and elastic scat-
tering integrals changing in opposite directions. Calculations
based on our model explain these effects.
In planar symmetry, the angle  between the incoming
beam and the external normal to the skin is independent of the
point of entry of the beam. With a dome, the angle  depends
on the point of entry. We calculate the angle between the
incoming beam and the external normal to the dome as a
function of the position of the entry point of the beam and,
using Snell’s law, the angle between the refracted beam inside
the skin and the internal normal, as well as the transmission
coefficient at the skin surface. The transmission coefficient
varies very little with the point of entry, but the variation in
the reflection coefficient, itself about 0.02, is important be-
cause reflected radiation may contribute to the collected elas-
tic scattering. The variation in detected scattered light inten-
sity, however, is most important.
Figure 12 shows how the calculated elastic scattering in-
tensities from static tissue, RBCs, and plasma change with
beam entry position x0 when the skin is stationary with re-
spect to the aperture. The same calculated results are super-
imposed on the observed variations of intensities in Fig. 5 and
are very well reproduced, especially when the direct and in-
direct effects of all the specularly reflected light are included.
The actual intensity from static tissue decreases by about
30% and then increases with x0, while the intensities from
red blood cells and from plasma increase by about 10%. The
observed total EE intensity, dominated by the scattering from
static tissue, decreases in the scanned direction faster than
calculated, consistent with the notion that for a given dome
height, the dome edges approach the edges of the aperture
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faster than would a spherical cap. The IE is characterized by
very different scattering parameters from the EE, which com-
pensates to some extent for the very different volume percent-
ages of the phases. Nevertheless, the IE yield in Fig. 5 is close
to that predicted for the EE, suggesting that the IE from the
plasma and RBCs is small compared to that from the static
tissues. This is consistent with the observed5 net modulation
of the time-dependent IE signal with the cardiac driven pulse,
5 to 10%.
Opposite variations in scattering intensity from static tis-
sue, which dominates the IE, and scattering intensity from
blood, which dominates the EE, are also seen in Fig. 4. In this
case, the intensity oscillations are due to the changing incident
angle of the beam as it passes across fingertip ridges. Since
the spacing of the fingerprint ridges is about 600 m, and the
beam diameter is only 200 m, the beam illuminates only a
portion of a ridge, and the incident angle depends strongly on
where on the ridge the beam impinges. The oscillations are in
opposite directions because, as shown in Fig. 8, the optimum
incident angles for static tissue and for blood are very differ-
ent.
We need calculate only transmission coefficients for
ridges, since the calculations for domed skin show that a
small 2% change in transmission coefficient is associated
with a large 10 to 30% change in scattered intensity. How-
ever, the observed variation is even greater, showing that
more than one factor is in effect. By adjusting the parameters
defining the surface geometry to get best fit to experimental
results, one could gain information about skin surface topog-
raphy. In the best case, a digital representation of the skin
surface could be obtained by deconvolution of experimentally
measured scattering intensity profiles.
The model shows the difference between the IE data ob-
tained by moving the finger relative to the stationary aperture
and optical system and the data obtained by scanning the ap-
erture and the finger together across the optical system. The
former, Fig. 4, corresponds to scanning a subsurface probe at
constant depth, whereas in Fig. 5, the dome is probed at vari-
able depth as the aperture is scanned across the optical system
or, equivalently, the optical system scanned across the dome.
Even with enough pressure to produce easily observed dom-
ing, the photographic study Fig. 3 shows that the entry point
of the laser moves less than 20 m. The major axis of the
elliptical spot is much wider than the motion of the spot in-
duced by the increased dome height. The laser power for ob-
taining Fig. 3 was much reduced to obtain images with a
minimum of CCD blooming. Thus, the model supports the
idea that in a modulated experiment a nearly identical volume
is probed for the pressed and unpressed states. According to
Fig. 12, the signal collected during the unpressed measure-
ment originates from deeper tissues. Because these are richer
in blood than the more superficial tissues, the tissue-
modulated—i.e., unpressed minus pressed—spectrum is en-
riched in Raman features originating with blood as originally
claimed.3
This can be seen more clearly by reference to Fig. 5 in
light of Fig. 12. During the unpressed phase of a tissue modu-
lation cycle, the incident laser impinges on the skin surface
near point U, as marked on the IE graph. This is slightly to the
side of the aperture center, indicated with C, due to the slight
doming caused by the small pressure used for registration.
Applying more pressure has two effects. First, the doming
increases, and the point of contact of the laser moves farther
from the centerline in the direction of the point labeled P. This
decreases the IE and decreases the contribution of the static
tissue to the net observed EE. Second, if a subsurface fluid—
e.g., blood—moves out of the irradiated volume, the IE de-
creases even more.
The tissue-modulated spectrum obtained by subtracting the
pressed from the unpressed spectrum therefore is enriched in
Raman features and fluorescence originating from blood, in
agreement with our earlier observations of correlation be-
tween the modulated Raman spectra and blood glucose levels
measured independently.3 We stress that based on Fig. 3, the
separation of the lines indicated by U and P is greatly exag-
gerated in Fig. 5 and that in reality they are 95% superim-
posed on each other.
Although there are certainly other sources of variation in
glucose concentrations calculated from in vivo Raman spec-
troscopy of volar-side fingertip capillaries, this study shows
that one source is variation in the form of the dome, which
could be mitigated by careful control of the measurement pro-
cess. The calculations of Fig. 1 demonstrate that a single-
scattering model should represent all qualitative aspects of
probing real tissue in vivo by NIR radiation well. We have
found that to be true, and with proper choice of the param-
eters, we could achieve quantitative agreement with observa-
tions. The radiation transfer approach is rigorous and very
flexible and, when single scattering is assumed, a calculation
requires only seconds, much less than multiple scattering
models.23
We have shown here that tissue modulation should produce
spectral features originating with subsurface blood in the cap-
illary network, making it possible to measure glucose and
other blood analytes noninvasively using Raman spectros-
copy. This approach has evolved so that, in addition to con-
sidering essential human factors of the measurement process,
it strives to at least partially mitigate the effect of turbidity
and intersubject skin differences, by managing RBC content
and movement across test subjects and for one test subject
across time.
We know of published data from two other Raman studies
of noninvasive in vivo glucose measurement.29,30 It may be
possible to further correct for turbidity effects31 using a data
pretreatment based on an analytical treatment of multiple scat-
tering effects. The proposed pretreatment would incorporate
information from a reflectance spectrum, perhaps acquired si-
multaneously with the Raman data, to provide improved cali-
bration across individuals. All of these measures must be ex-
plored to finally succeed in producing commercially viable
devices that can meet the immense need for continuous non-
invasive in vivo blood and tissue analysis.
9 Conclusions
The model presented herein for transmission and scattering of
a laser beam through three layers of skin is able to interpret all
our experimental observations. The model allows determina-
tion of the optimal configuration of laser beam and detector
for collecting scattering from static tissue and blood phases. It
can take into account the effect of pressure-induced deviations
from a flat skin surface. It explains the origin of the alterna-
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tion between the IE and EE observed in both temporally
modulated and spatially modulated experiments. The ability
of this model to predict all of these aspects of the measure-
ment process suggests that a single-scattering, isotropic model
is adequate to describe the information derived from probing
of skin using NIR radiation. Since the fingertip skin is highly
vascularized and RBCs have by far the largest scattering co-
efficients of all the tissues involved, the single-scattering iso-
tropic model should also suffice for modeling the probing of
other skin locations with lower blood content, such as fore-
arms. By affording an accurate interpretation of experimental
observations as well as measurement artifacts, this model pro-
vides a firm theoretical basis for using the measured spectra of
scattered light to determine, noninvasively and in vivo, blood
properties like glucose concentration and hematocrit, as well
as skin properties like turgor.
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